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Louisiana Cajun Annette Dupart is mind strong and self-confident, and has experienced many
crazy things during her workplace travels through the entire Deep South. Annette and video

game junkie Vijay Singh join forces at a gambling convention in an effort to keep one step before
a Corsican crime mob's pursuit. Can Annette and Vijay survive the convention's hijinks, evade the
mob, and bring the criminals to justice? However, the theft of a Mercedes, the embezzlement of a

large number of Bitcoins, people dressed as video gaming avatars, gruesome murders, and
Corsican gangsters were not on her docket as she flew in to the Atlanta International Airport.

What she discovers can be an entangled internet of murders, a slew of video-video game addicts
living avatar lives, and corrupt investment golf club members who are stealing the internet
currency known as Bitcoins. For Annette, it really is an exciting and exhausting case of the
Bitcoin Bluz! Bitcoin Bluz is fiction but the drama encircling the globe of Bitcoins is actual.

Bitcoins are virtual cash found just on the internet and so are not regulated by any governmental
company. Gox in Tokyo, was compromised and many hundred thousand Bitcoins merely

disappeared. Lately, a Bitchain server, Mt. The worthiness of Bitcoins goes up and down wildly.
The chairman was found lifeless at her apartment.
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Lots of Intrigue Superb story with unique twist of bitcoins. As far as I've seen, this is the first
author to create this unusual form of currency as a central theme of a plot. Annette in the book,
is a great and strong female character. I anticipate reading Emmett's various other books. Good
tale and all loose ends tangled up in the end. I'm a car crazy guy and this seemed like a great
read. It had taken me a while to find yourself in it because I understood nothing at all about
Bitcoins or the globe of video gamers. This was a fun book to read This was a fun book to learn,
and it had been nice to find out a bit more about bitcoins. I'm a car crazy guy which seemed like a
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great read Saw a review in Facebook by a friend who knew the writer. is a great and strong
female character Compelling adventure and I now learn about bitcoins. Experienced I been even
more educated on Bitcoins and gamers. Another great book from P. Also, large type made it
convenient reading. A reserve that keeps you engaged from the initial paragraph to the last. I'll
look forward to more Annette Dupart novels. Once I acquired everything straight I read it right
through. It kept the pace, and the larger print managed to get easy on the eyes. I would suggest
it. I would recommend it. W. Emmett! Great Author! Go through one of is own books currently and
can't wait around till I have the paperback!
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